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ABSTRACT
DoD mandated use of Ada for embedded systems includes Combat and Control
System such as shipboard Combat Direction System (CDS). A Low Cost CDS
(LCCDS) which will use commercial workstation platforms will require interfacing
Ada real-time programs with a portable windowing environment such as X Windows.
This thesis explore several methods for building X Windows based user interface for
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I. INTRODUCTION
This thesis addresses the need for portable user interfaces for real-time Ada
command and control programs. It is a part of ongoing research for developing a Low
Cost Combat Direction System (LCCDS) at the Naval Post Graduate School.
A. BACKGROUND
1. Combat Direction System (CDS)
Development of the LCCDS is sponsored by the Naval Sea System Com-
mand (NAVSEA) as a cost effective approach to developing CDS capabilities for non-
combat ships. LCCDS will require a platform independent windowing system support-
ing graphical capabilities and implemented on commercially available microprocessor-
based workstations. The goal of the system is to enhance the operating capability and
decision support resources of commanders of naval non-combatant ships[Ref. 1].
2. Ada Programming Language
I.
The United States Department of Defense (DoD) sponsored the develop-
ment of a single high order language[Ref. 3] for development of a large embedded sys-
tem such as CDS-Ada. The Ada language provides portability, reusability, maintain-
ability, reliability, and real-time embedded computer system capabilities. However,
Ada does not directly possess capabilities to deal with the windowing environment
also required by CDS.
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3. X Window System
The X Window System (or simply X) is the only system currently avail-
able which meets the platform independent requirement of CDS. X is a network-
transparent window system. Multiple applications can be run simultaneously in win-
dows, generating text and graphics in monochrome or color on a bitmap display. Every
window can be thought of as a "virtual screen" and can contain subwindows, to an
arbitrary depth. Windows can overlap like papers on a desk and can be moved, re-
sized, and reordered dynamically. Such a system provides the equivalent of many ter-
minals and provides integrated access and manipulation of data for command and con-
trol (C 2).
4. User Interface
A CDS is a type of decision support system (DSS). A DSS may be defined
as an interactive computer system that supports the cognitive processes of judge-
ment and choice. Such systems are not primarily concerned with mere storage and re-
trieval of data, but with combining a model base, data base and dialog such that deci-
p
sion making processes are optimized. The CDS data base contains target, intelli-
gence, and environment information. The dialog or user interface provides the
interactive screens, dialog boxes, meius, graphic displays etc. The dialog also imple-
ments the decision model and gives the user an optimal view of the current tactical
environment.
2
B. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In C 2 environment, the CDS manipulates and presents real-time combat infor-
mation to a commander as efficiently and effectively as possiole to optimize the deci-
sion making process. A LCCDS can be developed using off-the-shelf hardware and
available windowing software. However, the software interface to X is written in the
C programming language rather than Ada. Standard methods for interfacing Ada
based systems to X are needed. Additionally, different Ada programs require different
types of user interface. This thesis lays ground work for future development of user in-
terfaces for C2 systems like CDS by describing several mehtods for linking Ada real-
time programs to an X hased user interfacc.
C. RESEARCH APPROACH
1. Background Study
This research began with a study of user interface requirements for CDS,
along with current software technology related to Ada and the X windows environ-
p
ment. A thorough review of the literature was accomplished to provide understanding
of this information. A summary of that review is described in chapter 2.
2. Define and Explore Ada-X Windows InterfaceAlternatives
Three user interface categories are defined including I/O models, language
interface requirements and program/user interface control models.
3. Experiments : Decription and Results
Example programs are described and results and displays of tests are dis-
cussed for each alternative interface method. All experiments are based on a small,
real-time, program modeling a standard digital stop watch.
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II. RESEARCH STUDY
A. COMBAT DIRECTION SYSTEM
Combat Direction Systems support the processes of command and control and
provide communications and intelligence for battle force operations. Commands or de-
cisions result in feedback to an environment-control. Decision-making is supported
by both communications and intelligence, while control is supported by communica-
tions[Ref. 6]. One of the primary roles of Battle Force Combat System support is in-
formation exchange, synthesis, and filtering. The Battle Force Combat System is not
any single procurable system, but is, rather, a collection of systems that support Bat-
tle Force command. CDS is one such system.
1. Functional Description
CDS provides command, control and communication (C3) capabilities at the
ship level. It is the composite of shipboard elements and personnel that includes de-
tection, t'acking, identification, processing, evaluation, and control of engagement of
hostile threats, either actively or passively. The CDS may include other subfunctions
such as navigation, testing, and training. A diagram of the AEGIS CDS is show in
Figure 2.1.
A CDS may be defined as those combinations of men and data handling sys-
tems, either manual or automated, employed to execute combat direction functions.
They support command at lcvcls from the platform (ships, aircraft, submarines) up to,
and including the task group or force.[Ref. 41
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Figure 2.1 Combat System diagram[Ref. 5]
An automated CDS consists of a complex unit of data inputs, user consoles,
converters, adapters, and radio terminals interconnected with high speed general pur-
pose computers and their stored programs. By providing information about the overall
tactical situation, the CDS enables the force commander to make rapid, accurate eval-
uations and decisions.
Current systems have progressed to a level of sophistication that includes
upwards of 20 tracking interfaces including multiple tracking sensors, multiple weap-
ons interfaces, electronic warfare and multiple tracking data link systems[Ref. 1].
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2. NON-Combat Version
NAVSEA proposes to implement a version of the CDS on naval non-com-
batant ships. The use of commercially available microprocessor workstations and
software represents a low cost approach to providing a sophisticated capability on
board every naval ship that leaves the inner harbor, and potentially enhances the over
all power of the fleet. General requirements for CDS on Non-combat ships are as fol-
lows[Ref. 11:
" The system must be able to rapidly summarize and display the informa-
tion needed by the operator, provide functions for manual or automatic
tracking and identification (ID), allow the CDS operator to build and dis-
play a set of geographically stable and/or moving point of information such
as threat/non-threat ships, aircraft, shoreline maps.
* The system must be flexible to adapt to various sensors and communica-
tion media and include manual input. It must also be able to adapt to
changing threats and environments.
" The software must be portable to allow distribution to different computer
platforms, and enable incorporation of advances in hardware[Ref. 6].
3. Hardware Requirements
The system hardware is a cooperative effort between Navy and industry to
meet Next Generation Computer Resource (NGCR) requirements. The NGCR speci-
fies a set of state of the art computers for shipboard use in the future with the follows
featuresiRef. 1]:
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* 32 bit ISA(Instruction Set Architecture)
0 1 - 100 MIPS(Million Instructions Per Second) performance depending on
application requirement
* 26,000 hour Mean Time Between Failure
* One or more of the industry and government back plane bus standards in-
cluding VME, IEEE 896 (future bus), IEEE 1296 (Multibus II ),and
VHSIC PI-BUS
* Three types of local area networks to choose from depending on the appli-
cation requirement. These include:
* SAFENET I (<10 Mbps)
" SAFENET II (>100 Mbps)
• High Performance LAN (-1 Gbps)
* Network Data Base Management System
Since ruggedized Sun workstations which meet this NGCR are readily avail-
able and are used in both US Army and US Air Force C3 systems, this study will use
compatible Sun3/Sun4 workstations. Work accomplished on these systems should be
easily portable to similar hardware from other vendors.
p
4. Software Requirements
DoD Directive 3405. 1, April 1987 requires the use, in priority order, of the
following[Ref. 1]:
" Off the shelf applications.
* Ada based software and tools.
• Other approved high order language.
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Given this requirement, any CDS software component must be either one of
the above or a combination of the above. The NPS prototype CDS effort, of which this
study is a part, will primarily be an Ada based software development integrating off-
the-shelf software packages when available[Ref. 1].
The selected environment for the LCCDS system will be a computer system
with a standard operating system (UNIX) and software environment that supports
CDS. This software environment must have a multiprocessing capability. That is each
application will be considered a separate process with its own internal private memo-
ry and may ideally run on its own processor/hardware. Applications will communicate
through messages adhering to a specific protocol. This protocol establishes the visi-
ble interface of each application.
Object-oriented approaches for designing graphical user interfaces have
been shown to be effective, especially when combined with facilities for managing con-
straints[Ref. 7]. This approach is proposed for constructing the user interfaces of the
LCCDS and will be discussed in more depth in section C.
B. ADA PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
1. Real-time Ada and CDS
Ada is a high level programming language with considerable expressive
power. It was developed under the auspices of DOD specifically for use in large real-
time embedded computer systems[Ref. 31 such as CDS. The CDS will require real-
time control of many concurrent processes, automatic error recovery, fail-safe execu-
tion, and interfaces to many complex nonstandard input/output devices. Ada also sup-
9
ports the use of modem software development principles, including top-down struc-
tured design, modularity, data abstraction, and information hiding. Ada offers promise
for improvements in the critical areas of software maintainability, reliability, and reus-
ability[Ref. 8].
2. Portability and Reusability
Use of Ada will promote the movement of software from one type of comput-
er to another-both because the language has been standardized and because imple-
mentation dependencies can be localized or isolated. This facilitates both the sharing
of Ada software among systems using different hardware platforms (reusability) and
the replacement or upgrade of computers within a system without major software
modification[Ref. 9].
Ada allows the software to closely model the environment in which a set of
objects interact with one another via a limited set of operations. Ada packages are
used to encapsulate system objects with the operations which manipulate these ob-
jects.
p
3. Maintainability and Reliability
The Ada language encourages a disciplined programming style with unifor-
mity in format among program modules. Even though an embedded computer system
might contain hundreds of program modules, Ada's packaging, modeling as abstract
state machines, data types, and concurrent processes makes it unnecessary for the
programmer to comprehend all levels of detail in order to acquire a basic understand-
ing of a software architecture. Since Ada is a strongly typed language, extensive type
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and range checking occurs at both compile and real time. This technique greatly im-
proves software, reliability[ Ref. 10].
4. Rcal-time Capabilities
Ada provides unique features for handling real-time concurrent processing
not found in other languages. Tasks are the Ada program units which define opera-
tions which many execute in parallel. Ada provides its own run-time system to han-
dle synchronization and communication between tasks. Such communication and syn-
chronization is called a rendezvous[Ref. 6]. This interaction allows one task to select
and report the interaction or improper action of another task enhancing communica-
tions reliability and error detection[Ref. 111.
Since in the real-time problem space, tasks operate in a highly parallel
fashion (more than one event occurring at the same time), the task program unit
serves to greatly reduce the distance between the problem space and the solution
space by eliminating the need to convert real-time parallel events into the serial ab-
stractionodemanded by other high-order languages[Ref. 121.
5. Benefits of Using Ada
A summary of the benefits of Ada follow[Ref. 9]:
* The Ada language is required by DOD as the standard programming lan-
guage in mission critical computer systems and is the NAVSEA required
language for CDS software design[Ref. 11.
* The Ada language can be used and ported to various on commercial com-
puters for which commercially developed Ada compilers are available.
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• The Ada language is expected to improve the quality of software and re-
duce the cost of software development and maintenance.
* The Ada language was designed to support real-time requirements of em-
bedded computer systems.
• The Ada language was designed to support teams of people who are
jointly developing large, complex software systems such as CDS.
C. THE X WINDOW SYSTEM
1. Workstations with the X Window System
Workstations integrate computer graphics, bitmapped video display, key-
board entry, and pointing device entry into a single package. Multi-window capabili-
ties simplify multiple process control since the user can visualize several different
concurrent jobs simultaneously[Ref. 13]. A single workstation often takes the place
of several individual computer terminals.
However, developers of workstation application software are faced with the
problem and expense of developing a different graphical interface for each type of
workstation hardware. Because developing workstation applications requires repro-
gramming each application for each workstation, a standard graphical interface is de-
sired to reduce effort and cost. The X window System offers a solution to this problem
by providing a common and portable interface to workstation hardware[Ref. 13].
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2. X Windows System Environment
The X windows operating environment supports multiple overlapping win-
dows on a variety of color and monochrome workstations. Network transparency
means that X applications many run on one cpu and display input/out through another
cpu using a display at the latter location. It allows a variety of computing styles rang-
ing from stand-alone workstations running applications locally, to time-shared main-
frames using workstations as if they were terminals. All these styles can coexist in
the X environment[Ref. 14] as shown in Figure 2.2.
Application Application  Mail
cGKS Library Pseudo TY Application
Terminal Window XX VDI Emulator Manager X Toolkit
X Library X Library X Ubry X Library
Network
X Network Protocol
X Server X Server
Device Library Device Library
........ Sc e Screen..
Keyboard Sen Scen Keyboard Sre
Figure 2.2 X Window System Structure[Ref. 17]
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X workstations can run many different applications on any cpu in the net-
work. Each of these applications can use as many windows as it needs to display out-
put, and can receive input. Likewise, a single X application program can display out-
put windows and accept input on many different workstations at the same time.
3. X Windows System Environment
The foundation of X Windows is the base window system. The base win-
dow system interfaces with the outside world using the X network protocol. The net-
work protocol interface is designed to work either within a single central processing
unit (cpu) or between cpus, making it excellent for multiprocess or distributed applica-
tions such as embedded systems[Ref. 14].
Rather than use the X network protocol directly applications work through a
programming interface called Xlib (see Figure 2.3). Application programs many alter-
natively use high-level X toolkits to mask the complexity of Xlib. All user interfacing
need not be programmed explicitly, but may be provided by an X window manager.
Window' managers are special applications for managing user workstation. The user
work space can be managed by special applications called managers. They allow us-
ers to activate, deactivate and control I/O to concurrent applications; to resize, move
and iconify windows.
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Figure 2.3 X Window System Workstation[Ref.14]
4. X Window User I/O handling
X applications handle user input as follows[Ref. 13]
" Users generate input by pressing keys on the workstation's keyboard or
manipulating the workstation's mouse/pointing device.
• The window manager captures events and processes on to application.
• The base window system distributes this input to applications in the form
of events.
" X supports a large variety of typewriter keyboards.
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X's base window system offers a full-featured suite of bitmapped graphics
operations. Window managers, applications, and high-level toolkits use X's graphics
operations to draw information on the workstation's. Output capabilities follow
[Ref. 16]:
" X organizes display screens into a hierarchy of overlapping windows.
Each application can use as many windows as it needs, updating resizing,
moving, and stacking them on top of one another as needed.
* X provides drawing capabilities. X's graphics operations are immediate
rather than display-list-oriented: the workstation does not save a series
of graphics operations, but rather draws everything immediately.
" X lets applications draw high-quality text in variety of fonts. X's text sup-
ports applications, ranging from video-display-terminal emulators to
multi-lingual word processing programs.
* X's drawing operations are relative: applications specify all operations in
terms of integer pixel addresses within windows, so applications can
draw things in their windows without regard to where their windows are
positioned on the screen.
" X can output in either color of monochrome (black-and-white).
° X can display, manipulate, and capturing bitmapped images.
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III. ALTERNATIVE ADA-USER INTERFACE
METHODS
A. GOAL
The goal of this research is to find methods of interfacing Ada programs with X
based user interfaces. Currently, interfaces to X are only available in C and C++
through Xlib and high level toolkits. To use these toolkits, Ada must be able to inter-
face to C/C++. The methods described here will provide future CDS user interface de-
signers a step-by-step means to select and design the user interface for CDS.
B. TOOLS
Several tools were used for researching X user interface development. These in-
clude X facilities, related languages and X toolkits. The following sections are to ex-
plain each of these areas.
1. X Facilities
X facilities a user interface may use include X resources, window managers,
and the Xlib library. X itself provides an object-oriented architecture where X classes
can have resources tailored by the user. X applications create, use, and destroy re-
sources in the course of their operation. Resources are essential to the way applica-
tions interact with workstations. They allow applications to transmit state informa-
tion, such as window positions and drawing colors to the workstation just once, then
use them repeatedly. Applicationas manipulate the following types of resources: win-
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dows, graphic contexts, fonts, color maps, pixmaps and cursors. The purpose of re-
sources is to allow applications to control the state of the workstation explicitly
[Ref. 21.
Users can invoke multiple application windows within an application by us-
ing an X window manager. Applications contain both transient windows and perma-
nent windows, but only the permanent windows are manipulated by the window man-
ager. A user can invoke a window manager to change the size, position, or state of
any top-level window. By convention, a window manager can put managed windows
into one of five user visible states: Normal, Iconic, ClientIcon, Inactive, and Ignored,
and can change the state of any window upon user request. The Normal state indi-
cates normal operation; Iconic is when the window is unmapred and represented by
an icon; Clientlcon means the application wants its icon window to be visible, Inactive
is represented by an application Menu rather than an icon; and, finally, Ignored where
the window is ignored by the window manager[Ref. 2].
Xlib is the subroutine library used within an application program to interact
with an 'X workstation server. When the application calls an Xlib function, it gener-
ates X protocol requests and sends them to the workstation to be handled by the X
server. Xlib is the lowest level application programming tool for X and as such, was




Three programming languages were used in this research: Ada, C, and C++.
Ada was required for applications as described in Chapter II and is used exclusively
for implementing CDS functionality. C++ is used for X based user interface develop-
ment and C is used for simple UNIX system utilities and drivers.
C is often referred to as a low level/high level language because it provides
tools that allow low-level operations to be performed while retaining the advantage of
a high level block structure. C provides direct access to UNIX system functions and is
very powerful and efficient for such uses. However, C's cryptic readability and lack of
strong typing make it undesirable for programming large real-time systems.
C++ is based on, and is a superset of C. C++ retains C's power and flexibili-
ty to deal with the hardware-software interface and low-level system programming
while providing a platform to support object-oriented programming and high-level
problem abstraction. C++ allows the set of attributes of an abstract object and the as-
sociated set of operations or functions to be encapsulated in a class definition. The
P
class provides the basic underpinning for object-oriented programming and serves as
the vehicle for data abstraction and data hiding. C++ allows subclasses to be defined
and provides a natural means of extending the language. C++'s object-orientation
makes it the language of choice for graphic user interface toolkits.
3. X Toolkits
Using X Windows toolkits and their facilities, such as scroll bars, menus, di-
alog boxes and icons, supports data hiding and protection, extensibility and code shar-
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ing through inheritance. Toolkits reduce user learning time, limit the rate of error by
the user and enhance user performance. The user interface toolkit chosen for this re-
search is InterViews[Ref. 15].
InterViews provides a library of predefined objects and supports the compo-
sition of a graphical user interface from a set of interactive objects. A user interface is
created by composing simple primitives in a hierarchical fashion, allowing complex us-
er interfaces to be implemented easily. InterViews supports the composition of inter-
active objects, such as scroll bars and menus, and graphics objects, such as circles
and polygons. InterViews was developed at Stanford University and is one of the
best user interface environment toolkits available today. InterViews was chosen for
this research for the following strengths[Ref. 15]:
InterViews provides a simple organization of graphical interface classes
that is easy to use and extend via subclasses. Subclasses such as box,
tray, deck and frame make it possible to compose interactive components
into complete interfaces without specifying layout details. Figure 3.1
shows how objects from the InterViews library are incorporated into an
application.
" Abstract and interactive behavior are separated into subject and view ob-
jects to support different interfaces to the same functionality. For exam-
ple, a shoreline map might be stored as a object in a data base. A view of
that object may be manipulated by moving and zooming the window, or si-
multaneous views may be manipulated without modifying the underlying
subject. Conversely, a change to the subject will automatically update
each of the current views.
* The InterViews library completely hides the underlying window system
from application programs. This means that InterViews applications can
be transferred to a new window system simply by porting the primitive
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Using an object-oriented language (C++) to implement InterViews pro-
vides a package that is both simple to use and easy to extend. Inter-
Views object-oriented terminology and methodology provide a natural
way of expressing interactive behavior.
C. USER INTERFACE ALTERNATIVES
Analysis of user interface requirements for CDS [Ref. 17] indicates the follow-
ing issues need to be addressed: the user input/output model, the programming lan-
guage interface required, and the appropriate control model. The I/O model refers to
the means of user interaction such as line-oriented, cursor-oriented, or window-ori-
ented. The programming language interface is based on toolkit or system/library us-
age and may require interfacing Ada with C or C++. The control model deals with
whether the application or the user interface is in control, or whether both run as
communicating asynchronous processes.
1. User Interface 11O Model
a. Line-oriented
p
An application with a line-oriented user interface uses text command
line interaction from either a shell or console window. The application usually dis-
plays a list of choices or a prompt, and the user answers by typing a numbered selec-
tion or by answering the question. Such user interfaces are common on character
based terminals with only a teletype mode of communication.
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b. Cursor-oriented
A cursor-oriented interface consists of interaction through the use of a
standard terminal or terminal emulator such as an Xterm. In this style, applications di-
rectly manipulate the cursor within a text-oriented window to provide a form based di-
alog. Each screen is formatted with various prompts and blanks the user fills in. New
screens are automatically generated as appropriate responses to user selections and
inputs. The cursor is manipulated via the keyboard arrow keys or a mouse and moves
from selection to selection rather than randomly to independent points on the screen.
This type of user interface is provided in UNIX systems using the
CURSES library. CURSES is a terminal independent package of display functions, da-
ta types and objects provided in the system library. The CURSES library can be called
directly by C programs and many Ada compilers contain a package binding to it. Basic
functions found in CURSES include those that [Ref. 161:
" move the cursor to any point on the screen,
• insert text anywhere on the screen, normal or highlight mode,
" divide the screen into rectangular areas called windows,
* manage each window independently,
" draw a box around a window using any character.
c. Window-oriented
Windows provide many advantages that normal terminals can't pro-
vide. They make it easy for applications to organize the workstation screen into areas
for particular purposes, such as text display, graphical display, and menus. Windows
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allow multi-window separate processes to be executed and, permit windows to over-
lap. Users can move, change size, scroll or close windows. Applications can be exe-
cuted by selecting the appropriate Icon or by opening a menu and using the mouse to
selet the desired itern[Ref. 21.
2. Language Interface
a. Ada Only
For simple line-oriented or some cursor-oriented applications, no inter-
face with another language is required. Ada can be used to implement the input/output
requirements using available text, or graphics packages.
b. Ada-.C
When applications need to access system dependent functions, a C in-
terface may be required. Specific types of interaction include Ada defining C data
structures, Ada calling C subprograms or accessing C objects, and C calling Ada sub-
programs. Binding to such implementation dependent features falls under the auspic-
es of the Ada Language Reference Manual Chapter 13 [Ref. 3]. The Verdix Ada De-
velopment System (VADS) [Ref. 181 uses several pragmas and storage definition
techniques for defining these implementation dependencies. Applicable Ada-C inter-
face schemes are described in the following paragraphs.
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(1) Ada defining C data structures
When data must be passed or shared among Ada and C subpro-
grams, a common data structure must be defined. This data structure must have ex-
actly the same binary implementation in both languages. Two basic approaches are
available for creating parallel data types: using a priori knowledge and using Ada rep-
resentation specifications. There are some types that the programmer knows are par-
allel between two language implementations from reading the vendor's documenta-
tion. Some samples of the more common C simple types and their corresponding Ada






VADS provides Ada with the package CTOATYPE which de-
fines parallel data types that can be used for a C language interface. The Ada int and
char types from CTOATYPE are shown below.
type int is range -(2**31).. (2**31)-l:
for int'size use 32;
-- VADS implementations with 32-bits integers
type char is range -(2**7).. (2**7)-1;
for char'size use 8;
Record types (C structures) are more complex. A slightly modified
example from the VADS manual [Ref. 181 below shows the C structure, the corre-
sponding Ada record, and the necessary bit level storage allocation scheme.
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-- Ada definition of the TTY data structure
type CSHORT is range -(2**15)..(2**15) -1;











ISPEED at 0 range 0..7;
OSPEED at 1 range 0..7;
ERASE at 2 range 0..7;
KILL at 3 range 0..7;
FLAGS at 4 range 0..15;
end record;
Again, a priori knowledge can be used. Both C and VADS associ-
ate the record label with a base address from which offset to access individual compo-
nents of the record are calculated. As long as the record is composed of equivalent
simple data types, the offsets will be calculated similarly and the record structure will
be identical.
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(2) Ada calling C subprograms and accessing C objects
To let an Ada program call a C subprogram, the subprogram
name must be made global and identified to the Ada program. This is accomplished
first by declaring the Ada subprogram, and then by using the predefined pragma IN-
TERFACE to establish a link from the Ada procedure or function name to the corre-
sponding C function or macro (the link name is formed by prepending an underscore
'_' character to the C program symbolic name). Pragma INTERFACE uses the for-
mat shown below:
procedure ADAPROGRAMNAME;
pragma INTERFACE (C, ADAPROGRAMNAME,
" C program name");
Pragma INTERFACEOBJECT allows access to external vari-
ables. The first argument to the pragma is the name of an Ada variable; the second
is a string that gives the linker name of the external variable. As with subprograms,
the object name must be declared before the pragma as an object of an Ada type
compatible with a C type. For example:
AdaVariable : AdaC_CompatibleType;
pragma INTERFACEOBJECT (AdaVariable, "C variable");
(3) C calling Ada subprograms
To let a C program call a Ada subprogram, the C program name
must be made global and identified to the Ada subprogram. The pragma EXTER-
NALNAME allows a specific link name to be given to an Ada subprogram so that
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it might be called from another language, Pragma EXTERNALNAME uses the for-
mat shown below:












In this example, the internal symbolic name is the string
'Ciprogramname.' The link name is formed using the same rules as for the prag-
mas INTERFACE and INTERFACEOBJECT.
c. Ada--C++
Ada can be linked with C++ InterViews programs using the same tech-
niques defined previously for C programs. However, care must be made to get correct
linker names for C++ objects and methods. Exact linker names can be obtained using
the UNIX nm command. For example:
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cout<<"there are other objects of this class\n";
else
cout<<"there are no other objects of this class\n";
// after compile, nm test.o results:
00000004 C Test$i
00000024 T $ Test
00000010 T 4Test
000000e4 d vtbl circbuf
000000fc d _vtbl filebuf
00000114 d __vtbl streambuf
000000a0 T _look around 4Test
00000000 t gcccompiled.
Note the linker names for the class test methods: _$_Test, 4Test,
I.
and _lookaround_4Test, and the static variable i :_Test$i. These are the names
which must be used in the Ada EXTERNALNAME and INTERFACEOBJECT
pragmas.
3. Application-User Interface Control Model
An important issue to clarify in any user interface is who is in charge:
the application program or the user interface program, or whether both are running as
separate processes. In other words, does the application control the user interface ob-
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jects and behavior, or does the user interface control execution of application subpro-
grams, or does the user interface and application run asynchronously and communi-
cate using global data or message passing. These alternatives are illustrated in Fig-
ures 3.3 and 3.4. The following sections discuss each condition. The mail box method
requires strict control to provide data integrity. Data integrity is compromised when
one process is faster than the other process. Data can be lost if the consumer is slow,
or resources wasted if the producer is slow. Semaphores or busy/wait flags can be
used to solve the problem, but care must be taken to avoid deadlock.
a. Ada application-controlled model
Figure 3.3 shows an application program using user interface objects to
output and receive data from the user. In this case, the Ada program is blocked while
the user interface subprogram is processing. The implementation of the user interface
subprogram is hidden from the application. The user's view may be changed without
modification of application functionality. This type control model causes disjoint dia-
p
logs and can't maintain single persistent views due to the blocking of the application.
b. User interface-controlled model
Figure 3.4 shows a software structure in which Ada application subpro-
grams are independently invoked by the user interface interactive objects. Again ac-
cess to the user interface toolkit is hidden from the application. The user interface
runs as a continuous function, processing user initiated events and calling application
subprograms to execute major functions. While the interface is consistent, it is






Figure 3.3 Ada CDS program control of the user interface
Application User Interface
Ada subprogram unit Toolkit
V Interactive objects
Control line _.. C+ clse
Figure 3.4 User Interface control of the Ada program and toolkits
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quently slow down response time. This technique is not well suited to a real-time ap-
plication since the Ada programs are activated only under user interface control rather
than external sensors. In addition, the application software architecture is reduced to
disjoint small functions, negating the structural advantages of Ada packages and tasks.
c. Asynchronous-controlled
Two problems must be solved related to asynchronous control: how one
process identifies or initiates the other, and how processes communicate. Typically one
program starts th, other as a child process. Processes communicate using either mes-
sage passing or mail boxes (shared memory buffers). Since user-inter-
face-application communication is in the form of graphic or large text data, the mail-
oox or buffer is more efficLnt than message passing. The mail box is a global data
structure visible to both processes but allocated as a separate resource by the operat-
ing system. The UNIX system commands needed for asynchronous operation are listed
below[Ref. 19]:
• shmget-get shared memory segment,
" shmat-attach shared memory to a process,
• fork-create a new process,
• execlp-execute the new process,
• shmctl-shared memory control operations
To use system commands, an interface to the system command must be
established similar to that described previously for calling C programs. A simpler meth-
od, and one which allows the combining system commands into a single specific func-
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tion involves the initialization of shared memory for inter-process communication, in-
volves writing a unique C utility program. This C program will define a single C func-
tion which will be called by the application to fork the user interface process. A sam-
ple program is shown below:
/* spawn the user interface */
spawn UI()
if (fork() == 0)
execlp("UI", "UI", null);
perror ("fork of user interface failed");
exit (-1);
Thus rather than binding to all required system functions, bind only to
one C function with no parameters. Similarly, C programs can be written to cre-
ate/destroy the shared memory needed to implement the mail box scheme. Shown be-
low are C structures and subprogram examples for establishing shared memory com-
munication.




struct data *shm pointer;
/* address for the memory */
keytmemcry = 123456L;
/* get memory ID */
intmid;




/*create a shared memry segment for the user interface*/
mid = shmget(memory,sizeof(struct data),shmflag);
if (mid < 0) {
mid = shmget (memory,sizeof(struct data),0200);
/* attach our process to it */
p = (struct data *) shmat(mid, (char *) 0, 0);
if (p == (struct data *) -1)
perror("server:shmat");
/* remove the shared memory segment */
void close sharememory()
mid = shmget (memory, sizeof(struct data),0200);
if (shmctl(mid,IPCRMID) == -1)
perror ("server:shmctl (remove) ");
exit (0);
4. Summary
Table 3.1 shows the combinations of I/O model, language interface, and con-
trol models considered. The line-oriented I/O model is easy to perform with Ada's
TEXT_10 so no language interface is required. Asynchronous 110 can be implemented
using Ada tasking. Cursor-oriented I/O may require interfacing to C if no cursor-con-
trol package is available. With this model, asynchronous processes may still be han-
dled within Ada using tasking as long as an Ada cursor package exists or is written.
User interfaces using the window-oriented I/O model may require linking
the Ada/C++ programs if synchronized control is all that's needed. The asynchronous
model, however, requires the additional steps of initializing shared memory and fork-
ing the user interface process.
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Table 3.1 Summary of user interface methods
















The example used to illustrate the user interface design methods discussed in
the previous chapter is a simple digital stop watch. The stop watch contains multiple
concurrent processes handling real time events. Methods of user interface design are
shown by modeling the stop watch using various combinations of user 1/0 model, con-
trol model and language interface. These variations are presented and discussed in
the following order:
" Experiment 1: Line-oriented user interface using TEXT_1O
• Experiment 2: Cursor-oriented user interface using Ada CURSES
* Experiment 3: Cursor-oriented user interface using C CURSES liLrary
• Experiment 4: Window-oriented, application-controlled user interface using
InterViews
* Experiment 5: Window-oriented, user interface-controlled application using
InterViews
* Experiment 6: Window-oriented, asynchronous-controlled user interface us-
ing InterViews
* 9xperiment 7: Execution of stop watch by window manager menu
• Experiment 8: Execution of stop watch by a command line
• Experiment 9: Execution of stop watch by an icon
A. STOP WATCH PROGRAM (SW)
The SW program is a representation of a simple digital chronograph and provides
start, stop, lap, and reset functions. Elapsed time, lap time, and number of laps are
displayed. All times are in 1/100 second and laps range from 0 to 9.
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This program is developed using three packages. The dependency diagram show-
ing the program architecture is shown in Figure A.2 in Appendix A. The chronograph
package contains a timer task and is a state machine used to represent the current
state of the stop watch (initial, running, stopped). As such, it also contains the con-
trol functions needed to change the SW state and update the elapsed time, lap time,
and current lap. The SW operations are implemented as timed task entry points and
the timer values are updated at an interval specified by the user interface.
The task entries include the four basic commands: start, stop, lap and reset, as
well as an additional kill function. The function start changes the timer state to run-
ning and requests an immediate update of the display time. The function stop changes
the state to stopped and also calls for an immediate update of the timer. If lap is in-
voked when the timer is stopped, previously recorded lap times are displayed. When
the state is running and lap is called, it records the current time associated with a lap
number. The reset function initializes all timer and lap values to zero, sets the state
to initial and causes display of both lap and elapsed times.
The, display package represents the user CRT and keyboard and provides get
and put operations to the chronograph. Both operations are in terms of chronograph
data types. These operations translate chronograph data types into data types under-
standable by the user interface. In most cases, these are text strings or ASCII char-
acters. Display also provides the update interval to the chronograph since the update
interval is dependent on user interface type (for example, a line-oriented user inter-
face defines a larger interval to allow the user time to input commands).
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The user interface package provides the actual user interface implementation
based on the discussion of the previous chapter. In most cases, only the user inter-
face body need be changed to implement a new user interface style. Basic user inter-
face operations are OPEN_UI, CLOSEUI, GET-COMMAND, UPDATETIME, and
UPDATELAPTIME. In general, OPEN_UI initializes display data and the user in-
terface window. CLOSEUI terminates the user interface gracefully when required.
UPDATE_TIME provides the time to displayed to the user interface, and UP-
DATELAPTIME provides the lap time and number to the user interface. The im-
plementation of these operations is dependent on the type of user interface. This soft-
ware architecture does not represent the most efficient implementation, but is used to
illustrate the principles of user interface independence, abstraction, and information
hiding. The code for the basic stop watch program is given in Appendix A.
B. LINE-ORIENTED USER INTERFACE
In the line-oriented user interface, the application uses text command line inter-
action from either a shell or console window. Processing alternates between the user
typing commands and the application giving feedback. Commands are implemented as
single characters: 'Y': start, 'q': stop, '1': lap, 'r': reset, and 'k': terminate. Feedback
consists of one or two lines giving the elapsed time and/or lap number and time.
Experiment 1
Appendix B shows the dependency diagram and code for the Ada line-oriented
user interface body. The user interface operation OPEN_UI is called from the package
body elaboration code to set the update interval and to display the initial elapsed and
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lap time. UPDATETIME and UPDATELAPTIME use TEXTIO.PUTLINE to
display the current time, lap time and lap number passed in as strings from DIS-
PLAY. Function GETCMD uses TEXTIO.GET to get a command from the user as
a character and returns it to DISPLAY.
In this version, the elapsed time is updated when called by CHRONOGRAPH.
This occurs with each start, stop, or reset command, or when the 5 second update in-
terval expires. The lap time is updated only when lap is pressed. The line-oriented














Figure 4.1 Line-oriented stop watch display in an xterm
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C. CURSOR-ORIENTED USER INTERFACE
A cursor-oriented user interface was implemented using the UNIX CURSES li
brary. Two methods were available for using CURSES: one using the VERDIX Ada
development system (VADS) [Ref. 18] CURSES package, the other using the C
CURSES library. The second method requires an Ada-C language interface.
Both SW versions used the following the CURSES commands[Ref. 16]:
initscro Initialize CURSES
noraw0 End raw input mode
echoo Echo input mode; characters echo on screen and in
window
newwin(high, width, y) Create a new window
wrefresh(win) Update screen to look like new window
eraseo Erase the window but don't clear screen
wgetch(win) Get a character from a window
mvwaddstr(win, x, y, str) Add a string to a window by calling addcho
wmove(win, x, y) Move logical cursor to (x, y) in window
box(win, 'vert', 'hor') Make a frame for the new window
delwin(win) Delete the window
clea;() Reset window to blanks and clear screen if necessary
In both cases, the OPENUI procedure is invoked from the user interface pack-
age body to initialize the CURSES window. This requires defining the window size
and location using newwin, moving the time and lap string into the window using
mvwaddstr, and updating the window display using wrefresh. The procedure UP-
DATE_TIME and UPDATELAPTIME put the time, lap time string, and lap number
to the CURSES window and calls wrefresh to update the window. The procedure
GETCOMMAND gets a command from the window using wgetch. The procedure
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CLOSE_UI is provided to DISPLAY and when called terminates the window using
delwin.
Experiment 2
Using the VADS CURSES package program, the above mentioned CURSES op-
erations are performed directly by the user interface operations OPEN_UI, UP-
DATETIME, UPDATELAPJTIME, GET-COMMAND, and CLOSE_UI. Appen-
dix C gives the package body code and Figure C. 1 the dependency diagram. The SW
displayed by this program is shown in Figure 4.2.
Experiment 3
Rather than use CURSES directly from Ada, this experiment shows what might
be done if no Ada binding were available. In this case the user interface written in C
* lap:5 00:01:14:28 *
* 'S/R/LtQ=> f i
Figure 4.2 Cursor-oriented using Ada CURSES package display stop watch
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provides the OPEN_UI, CLOSEUI, GET and UPDATEs needed by display. The Ada
USER INTERFACE package merely provides hooks to these C operations and de-
clares objects for passing data between the application and the user interface. Pass-
ing parameters between Ada and C can be difficult and unreliable. Consequently, data
is shared via a global data structure using pragma INTERFACE-OBJECT.
When the OPEN_UI is called, it calls the C open to create and initialize the timer
window. GETCMD calls the C get-command function which actually uses CURSES
to get a character and put it in the global data structure. When control is returned to
GETCMD, that character is retrieved from the global data structure and is returned
to DISPLAY. The UPDATE routines similarly put their strings in the shared data
structure and call the C display operation which updates the window and refreshes
the screen. If the command is 'k', DISPLAY calls CLOSE_UI which calls C close pro-
cedure to terminate the window. Appendix D shows the dependency diagram and
code for the user interface package body and the C program. This program display is
similar to Figure 4.2.
0
D. WINDOW-ORIENTED USER INTERFACE
A window-oriented user interface for SW was implemented using an InterViews
C++ program. It displays the SW elapsed and lap times and provides buttons which
the user selects with a mouse to execute the chronograph commands. The InterViews
user interface is shown in Figure 4.3.
The InterViews user interface is implemented as a new class TimerWin which is




Figure 4.3 InterViews stop watch display
class for Scene, which is the base class for all lnteractors that are defined in terms of
one or more instances of other Interactors. MonoScenes only contain a single in-
stance[Ref. 20]. Scene and MonoScene provide operations for handling events, dis-
playing Interactor objects, and updating views.
Interactor is the base class for all interactive objects. Every Interactor has a
shape member variable that defines the desired characteristics of screen space in
terms of size, shrinkability, and stretchability. This information is used to allocate dis-
play space for the Interactor and it's components[Ref. 20].
Class TimerWin is defined to include an instance constructor operation as well
as Run, Update, and Handle. It also defines the ButtonState object press, and Mes-
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sage objects time msg, lap_time msg, and lapnummsg. The ButtonState is a class
of objects that contain a value and a list of buttons that can set its value. The Mes-
sage is an Interactor that contains a line of text. The alignment of the text with re-
spect to the Interactor's canvas can be specified in the constructor[Ref. 20].
TimerWin is the constructor for the class. The constructor for a class is automati-
cally called when an instance is declared. TimerWin initializes the event sensors, dis-
play objects, and window structure. The Sensor specifies a set of input events the us-
er interface needs to process. In this case, key, button, and timer events are required.
Display objects include the timemsg, laptimemsg, and lapnum-msg Message rep-
resenting chronograph times and as well as the four Buttons: start, stop, reset, and lap.
The display objects are arranged in a Box which is a scene of Interactors that are
tiled side-by-side in the available space. Interactors are placed left-to-right in a hori-
zontal box, and top-to-bottom in a vertical Box. A Box will try to stretch or shrink the
interactors inside, it to fit the available space. The Insert, operator is used to append
an interactor to the box. Components of an Hbox (Vbox) will appear left-to-right (top-
to-bottom) in the order in which they are inserted, Between Boxes, Glue is used to
give variable-size space and allow the window to stretch or shrink[Ref. 20].
The Run operation is an inherited operation from Interactor which sets up an
event loop. The event loop processes incoming events and calls event handlers for the
specific interactive object to which they pertain. Run operation is modified for Timer-
Win so that when UpEvents occur for one of the four buttons, a special handle routine
is called to convert the button state value to a character and put it into the shared da-
ta structure.
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Update is a new operation added to change the display times ir the window
when they are update by the application.
The Handle operation is modified to process only key events. If the key pressed
is 'q' (for quit-a standard InterViews termination technique) then 'k' is entered in
the shared data structure command variable and the user interface is terminated.
The InterViews man program disp_interviews begins by -r-ating an instance of
a World which is the application's root scene. An instance of TimerWin is created and
inserted to the World. Finally, the TimerWin Run event loop is called which executes
the user interface until a 'q' is pressed.
The following 3 experiments compare the different control model implementation
for the SW. The Ada-C++ interface is similar to the C-CURSES program
(Experiment 3). A global data structure is declared to pass commands ,nd new times
between the application and the user interface.
Experiment 4
In Figure 4.4 the SW is displayed using InterViews with application-controlled
control model. The user interface package body declares the needed object; opera-
tions, and links to the InterViews user interface.
In this example, the user interface operates like a dialog box. That is, when the
application needs to get information, the window is displayed with the current time
and the user responds by selecting a button or typing 'q' to quit. The window closes,
the command is processed, and a new dialog is opened. This technique is not well
suited to this example, but is valuable for pedagogical purposes. Appendix E shows
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the dependency diagram for the application-controlled version and code for the Ada
USERINTERFACE package bony and the C++ InterViews program.
The InterViews main program is split into two subprogram- tor this example.
The first is called open and creates the World for the application. It is only called once
and is linked to OPENUI in the user interface body. The second part creates a Timer-
Win instance, inserts it into the World and runs it. It represents the individual dialogs
and is called from GETCMD. When it exits, GETCMD retrieves the command from
the global data structure and returns it to DISPLAY.
The UPDATE procedures merely put the text strings in the global data structure





Figure 4.4 Window-oriented, application-controlled stop watch display
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Experiment 5
In this example, the roles are reversed and the user interface acts as the main
program. This version provides a consistent user interface but fragments the applica-
tion. It calls the application operations directly to manipulate the chronograph state.
This entailed a much more extensive change than previous examples. Appendix F
shows the dependency diagram in Figure F.1 and the modified code. The display of
txhs example is the same as Figure 4.3.
This model eliminates the possibility of using Ada tasks, so the TIMER task in
CHRONOGRAPH is changed to five procedures: START, STOP, RESET, LAP, and
UPDATE. Each procedure carries out the function of the original timer entry call and
update is added to handle time event updates. Those five procedures are directly
called by the user interface program using the VADS EXTERNALNAME pragma
declared in the CHRONOGRAPH specification. The loop in the CHRONOGRAPH
body used to get a command and call the TIMER entries ia not needed in this version
and is deleted.
DIS1PLAY no longer needs a GET routine or an UPDATEINTERVAL and they
are deltted leaving only the two PUT operations. The PUTs work as before to convert
the display times to strings and call USERINTERFACE to update the global data
structure.
USERINTERFACE also delted the GETCMD and UPDATEINTERVAL as
well as CLOSE_UI. UPDATE-TIME, and UPDATELAP still update the global data
structure when called by the CHRONOGRAPH PUTs. In the body of USER INTER-
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FACE, the TIMERSTRUCT global data structure is still defined as linking to the us-
er interface program. OPENUI is linked to the user interface main program. This pro-
cedure's purpose is to start the user interface InterViews program which then acts as
the main program.
The InterViews user interface program is only slightly modified to define the ex-
ternal names of the five Ada procedures; start, stop, reset, lap, and update. These are
now called directly by handle when an UpEvent in a button is detected by Run, rather
than have handle simply put a command in the shared data structure. Update is called
only when the event is a TimerEvent.
The InterViews main program, disp interviews, is called by USERINTER-
FACE.OPEN_UI. It works as described at the beginning of this section to create the
user interface and start its event loop.
Experiment 6
The asynchronous control model lets the application and user interface run in par-
allel and communicate with each other using shared memory. This experiment uses
UNIX fork and shared memory system commands to set up the shared memory for
asynchronous communication.
Appendix G shows the dependency diagram and software architecture for this
experiment. Rather than link the Ada and C++ program together, they are linked sep-
arately with C utilities which handle the interprocess communication(IPC). This sepa-
rates the system specific IPC protocol from application and user interface functional-
ity.
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The USFR INTERFACE package UPDATEs and GET operations are imple-
mented the same as with application-controlled experiment. The OPENUI operation
is changed to call the C programs open sharedmemory and spawnUl. The
open shared memory operation gets and attaches the shared memory area using
UNIX system commands shmget and shmat as discussed in Chapter III, section C.3.c.
SpawnU! uses the system fork and execlp commands to create and start the Inter-
Views main program as a separate process. CLOSEUI calls closesharedmemory
using the system command shmctl to release the shared memory resource.
The application C utility linked with the Ada program defines the C data struc-
ture and contains the three functions opensharedmemory, spawn_U!, and
close-sharedmemory. The user interface C utility links the user interface to the
shared memory and is linked with the InterViews program. The utility main procedure
attaches to same shared memory area as the application program and calls the Inter-
Views main program dispinterviews. The application and user interface now may
pass information through the shared memory global data structure as in example 4.
The user interface display is same as Figure 4.3.
P
In the SW asynchronous version, the busy/wait concept is used to avoid a race
condition and window flicker. The race condition may occur when the user interface ac-
cepts commands faster than the application handles them. This is prevented by using
a ' ' (space) command value. To the application, a ' ' command tells it to wait for a
command to be given. When finished processing a command, the USER INTERFACE
package body GETCMD routine resets the command to ' '. To the InterViews pro-
gram, just the opposite is true. When the command is non-blank, the user interface
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waits until the application is finished with the current command (command reset to
') before putting the new command in the global data structure. This busy/wait
scheme emulates the behavior of the Ada rendezvous.
Display flicker is caused by the user interface updating the display more fre-
quently than the data to be displayed is updated. This is eliminated by associating a
boolean flag with the elapsed and lap time strings. This flag is set when the applica-
tion updates the global data area and reset when the display is redrawn. In this case,
data can be lost when the application gets a head of the user interface. This illus-
trates the real-time situation when only current information is of value.
E. EXECUTION OF APPLICATIONS IN X
Additional considerations when building X user interfaces include how the appli-
cation program is executed and where the user interface is visually located on the
screen. Programs which require a user interface may be executed via the window




Window managers like twm [Ref. 211 provide the capability to define menus
which can be used to invoke programs. Menus can also refer to other menus providing
layered access to applications, tools, and utility functions. Menus are defined in the
window manager's initialization file (see window displayed in Figure 4.5) by giving a
menu name, a list of menu entries, and a corresponding list of commands. Menu
names are tied to a keystroke/mouse button/window context for activation,
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Figure 4.5 Executing applications using menus
Whenever the right combination of keys and mouse buttons is pressed and the
mouse pointer is in the right context (root, title, window, icon, or frame) the menu is
activated. In Figure 4.5, the mouse pointer is in the root and the third mouse button is
pressed causing the menu with a list of application names to appear. The StopWatch
was selected by moving the cursor to that entry arrow causing a new window to ap-
pear listing examples. The selected application is the one under the mouse pointer
and is shown in reverse video. When the mouse button is released, the corresponding
command is executed to start the application. Note that when a program is executed
via the window manager, the I/0 is through the same window which executed the
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window manager. Consequently, application are normally executed their own xterm
(note the line-oriented example command code shown in the window in Figure 4.5).
Experiment 8
One problem with using the window manager menu is that the command line is
fixed in the window manager initialization file (see Figure 4.5). To give the user more
control over application options, the application may be executed directly via com-
mand.
In an xterm, the user can type the command line to execute the application giving
a variety of X windows options such as location, window size, font etc. A command
line example is shown in Figure 4.6.
In this example, an xterm is executed with a title (-T), size and position (-g), no
Fuerm -T StopWatch -g 2 tx7+800+130 +sb -e sw
[51 14685suns2% [0
FStop.teb - -
* timer: 00:10:07:66 *
* lap:6 00:00:12:70*
~~*S/R/L/Q=> m
Figure 4.6 Command line to execute applications or icon
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scroll bar (+sb) and will run the SW program in the new xterm window (-e). The '&'
tells the xterm to run as a background task. For more detail see[Ref. 211.
Experiment 9
To provide a super simple means of executing an application by only selecting an
icon, a variation of the InterViews Logo program was developed. This program ac-
cepts as options the name of an application and a bitmap to display. Running bmx
(bitmap executor) the program causes the named bitmap to be displayed. When the
mouse button is clicked in the icon, an instance of the named application is executed.
As a default, the xterm application is executed. See Figure 4.7. Appendix H lists the
Logo modules which changed for Bmx. These methods that changed only by changing








This thesis presented the user interface problem for Ada real-time programs and
discussed several solutions given current technology. The following step-by-step ap-
proach is provided for using these results:
1. Determine the 1/0 Model
First, list tasks to be performed by the user. Analyze tasks and decide
which user interface 1/0 model is appropriate. Skip to step 2, 3 or 4 depending on 1/0
model.
2. Define Line-Oriented 1/0
Storyboard system prompts and user responses. Implement using
TEXTIO. Proceed to step 5.
I.
3. Definz C:Ursor-Oriented I/O
Story board screen displays and implement in curses or some other cursor-
oriented Ada package. If none is available, write user interface in C and define the set
of objects, type, and subprograms for the Ada interface. Skip to step 5.
4. Define Window-Oriented I/O
Story board dialog, graphics, and other interactive windows. Implement user
interface displays using X toolkit widgets.
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5. Determine the Control Model
Analyze user task/application interaction and identify which control model to
use. Skip to step 6, 7, or 8 depending on which control model is appropriate.
6. Describe Application Control
Map application user/user interface requirements to user interface prompts,
screen displays, or dialogs. Determine linker names for user interface subprograms
and objects and design necessary parallel data types. Proceed to step 9.
7. Describe User Interface Control
Map user interface, control switches, buttons, and menu selection to appli-
cation routines. Determine Ada subprogram names, data types objects for access by
the user interface. Proceed to step 9.
8. Describe Asynchronous Control
Determine required shared memory data structure and model in both Ada
and C. Tailor C utilities to these data structures to initialize and close shared memory
segment and fork user interface. Analyze deadlock, data integrity possibilities and im-
plement semaphore control it if necessary.
9. Define the Invocation Methods of the Program
Finally, analyze frequency of use and user experience or background to de-
termining the best application invocation method. If command line: document user op-
tions and command line syntax. If window manager menu, then write menu code for in-
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clusion in the window manager start up file (e.g. .twmrc). If it is to be started by icon,
design an appropriate icon and determine how the icon generator program is to be ex-
ecuted-(e.g. from .xinitrc, .ogin, menu or command line).
B. RECOMMENDATION
The description of Ada user interface development for X workstations provides a
starting point for future work developing the user interface for LCCDS. Tools are
available now, techniques can be readily understood and applied. However, difficulty
in learning and integrating Ada, C, C++, InterViews, X concepts suggest a simpler
approach is needed for better maintainability of future CDS user interface. Ada bind-
ing to X and X toolkits are needed. A public domain Ada binding to Xlib is currently
available but dubious reliability. Work is being done to bind Ada to the Xt Intrin-
sic(basic toolkits functions) as well as several widget sets including HP and Motif(is
a trademaker of the Open Software Foundation).
Tools, such as the TAE+ Interface Workbench provide a higher level abstraction
for development of user interfaces. However, they employ the same mutil-language
I.
complexities found in InterViews. In general user interface development tools for Ada
are either unavailable or not yet mature enough to build a reliable user interface for
CDS. A major goal for the next generation of Ada software development should in-
clude:
" binding of Ada to existing toolkits,
° develop toolkits directly in Ada,




STOP WATCH PROGRAM INTRODUCTION
This Appendix contains the dependency diagram and code for the basic Stop
Watch program. In addition, Figure A.1 shows the dependency diagram constructs
used throughout the appendices.
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Ada package Ada subprogram Ada task
collection of C
subprograms and
data structures C subprogram C library
U'.-
C++ class C++ subprogram body
........................ global data sharing
object/type - control
E procedure/function global data
Figure A.I. Key to Ada Dependency Diagrams
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USER INTERFACE DISPLAY
TheTIMER task is contained within the CHRONOGRAPH package body
Figure A.2 Stop Watch Dependency Diagram
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-- file : sw.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject Stop Watch main program.








-- file chron s.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject : package specification for stop watch
-- description: The chronograph package defines the abstract state ma-
-- chine used in the stop watch program. The data structure types
-- are defined for use by users of the package.
package CHRONOGRAPH is
subtype NUM_LAPS is INTEGER range 0 .. 9;
subtype TWODIGITS is INTEGER rYige 0 .. 99;
-- Timer Record represents the time values to be exported to using
-- programs
type TIMERRECORD is record
HOURS : TWO DIGITS : 0;
MINUTES : TWO DIGITS := 0;
SECONDS TWO DIGITS := 0;
HUNDREDTHS : TWODIGITS 0;
end record;
type COMMAND is (START, STOP, LAP, RESET, KILL);
end CHRONOGRAPH;
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-- file . chron b.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject An abstract state machine to perform stop watch
-- functions.
-- Description The chronograph contains the timer task, internal
-- elapsed time, lap times, and the timer state. It handles user
-- requests to start, stop, reset, and record/review laps. A kill
-- function is provided to terminate the state machine. A DISPLAY





package body CHRONOGRAPH is
-- convert system time to two digit numbers





TIMER TIME.HOURS := INTTIME / 3600;
TIMERTIME.MINUTES INT TIME mod 3600 / 60;
TIMER TIME.SECONDS INT TIME mod 60;
TIMERTIME.HUNDREDTHS := INTEGER(FLOAT(TIME) * 100.0) mod 100;
return TIMERTIME;
end CONVERTTIME;








-- The task represents an abstract state machine, updating the
-- clock value in real-time and processing user commands.
task body TIMER is
type LAP_ARRAY is array(NUM LAPS) of DURATION;
type STATES is (INITL, RUNNING, STOPPED);
ELTIME DURATION 0.0;
DISPLAP NUMLAPS NUMLAPS'FIRST;
LAPS LAPARRAY (others => 0.0);
NEXTLAP NUM LAPS NUM LAPS'FIRST;
STATE STATES INITL;
START TIME TIME CLOCK;
ELTIME, LAPTIME TIMER-RECORD (others => 0);
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begin
-- Begin timer entry call.
-- If no rendezvous is ready within system tick
-- seconds, rendezvous is canceled.
loop
select
accept START do -- Start change state to running
case STATE is
when INITL =>
START TIME := CLOCK;
when STOPPED =>
























if NEXTLAP <= NUMLAPS'LAST then
DISPLAP := NEXT LAP;
LAPS(DISPLAP) := CLOCK - START TIME;





















when STOPPED I RUNNING =>
NEXT LAP LAPARRAY'FIRST;
DISP LAP LAP ARRAY'FIRST;

















if STATE = RUNNING then







begin -- PACKAGE CHRONOGRAPH
-- This package body statement section represents an Ada pro-





















--- file : disps.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject This package represents the system display device.
-- description: Get and put operations are provided for updating time
-- and lap time/number and for retrieving user input commands. A
-- delay time is provided for suggesting a minimum delay between





procedure PUT(ELTIME in TIMERRECORD);
procedure PUT(LAPTIME : in TIMER RECORD; LAP : in NUMLAPS);
function GET return COMMAND;
end DISPLAY;
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--- file . disp_b.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject : implements I/O for the Stop Watch program.
-- description: I/O is limited to implementation hidden in user inter-
face package. On output, values received from the Timer ASM are
-- converted to strings and the UI package routines are called. Like
-- wise, commands are retrieved in character form and converted to
-- the enumerated type specified by the CHRONOGRAPH package. The
-- Update interval provided in the specification is initialized
from
-- the user interface since it is dependent on user interface type.
-with USER INTERFACE;
pragma ELABORATE(USERINTERFACE);
package body DISPLAY is
-- convert the integer time to string
function INT TO STRING(NUMBER, WIDTH : in INTEGER) return STRING is
NEWSTRING : STRING(I .. WIDTH) : (others => '0');
DIGIT INTEGER;
NEWNUMBER : INTEGER := NUMBER;
begin
for I in reverse 1 .. WIDTH loop
DIGIT := NEW NUMBER mod 10;
NEWSTRING(I) := CHARACTER'VAL(DIGIT + 48);




-- put times(hh,mm,ss,ms) to as a display string
function TIME TO STRING(TIME : in TIMERRECORD) return STRING is
NEWSTRING : STRING(I .. 11) := "00:00:00:00";
begin
NEW STR!NG(I .. 2) : INTTO STRING(TIME.HOURS, 2);
NEWSTRING(4 .. 5) : INTTOSTRING(TIME.MINUTES, 2);
NEWSTRING(7 .. 8) : INT TO STRING(TIME.SECONDS, 2);
NEWSTRING(10 .. 11) := INTTOSTRING(TIME.HUNDREDTHS, 2);
return NEWSTRING;
end TIMETOSTRING;
-- put display time string to UserInterface.





-- put lap time string





-- get a command from the user



























-- file : ui s.a
-- author : sun chien-hsiung
-- subject : User interface implementation for Stop Watch program.
-- description: The user interface provides implementation specific
-- details depending on style of user interface. The specification,






package USER INTERFACE is
UPDATEINTERVAL : DURATION :- SYSTEM.TICK;
procedure CLOSEUI;
procedure UPDATE TIME(TIME : in STRING);
procedure UPDATELAPS(LAPTIME : in STRING; LAPNUM : in STRING);
function GET CMD return CHARACTER;
end USERINTERFACE;
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-- file : ui b.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject xxxx-orinted user interface implementation for Stop
-- Watch.
-- description: This is the template for user interface bodies.It
-- will be different for each style/type of user interface.

















function GETCMD return CHARACTER is











LINE-ORIENTED USER INTERFACE USING TEXT.IO
USER INEFC DISPLAY [" TEXTIO
" TheTIMER task is contained within the CHRONOGRAPH package body
Figure B.1 Line-oriented User Interface Using TEXT.IO
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--- file ui b.a
-- author : sun chien-hsiung
-- subject : Line-orinted user interface implementation for Stop
-- Watch.
-- description: The line-oriented user interface uses the Ada TEST 10
-- package to provide puts and gets of text strings from the termi-
-- nal. Each output line includes the appropriate constant "Time:"
-- or "Lap:" and input is in the character format DISPLAY re-
quires.
-- The UPDATEINTERVAL is initialized to 5 sec so the output is
-- manageable.
-with TEXT 10;
package body USER INTERFACE is
-- to initialize the timer display
procedure OPENUI is
begin









-- display the elapsed time
procedure UPDATETIME(TIME : in STRING) is
begin
TEXTIO.PUTLINE("time : " & TIME);
end UPDATETIME;
-- display the lap number and lap time
procedure UPDATELAPS(LAPTIME : in STRING; LAP NUM : in STRING) is
begin
TEXTIO.PUTLINE("lap " & LAPNUM & ": " & LAPTIME);
end UPDATELAPS;
-- to get command from the terminal














INTERFACE USING ADA CURSES PACKAGE
/ -- STOP .WATCH 'C HRONOGRPH I - TIMER*
USER INTERFACE DISPLAY CURSES
TheIME tak i cotaied ithin the CHRONOGRAPH Dackaae body
Figure C.A Cursor-oriented User Interface Using Ada CURSES Package
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file : ui b.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject cursor-orinted user interface implementation for Stop
-- Watch.
-- description: The cursor-oriented user interface uses the Ada curs-
es
-- package to display the timer. Basic functions found in curses
-- are:
-- move the cursor to any point on the screen.
-- insert text anywhere on the screen, doing it even in highlight
mode.
-- divide the screen into rectangular areas called windows.
-- manage each window independently, so we can be scrolled while an-
other
-- is being edited.
-- draw a box around a window using any character.
-- Commands that using in this program are:
-- newwin(high, wide, x, y) create a new window.
-- wrefrest(win) update screen to look like new window.
-- erase() erase the window but don't clear screen.
-- wgetch(win) get a character from a window.
-- mvwaddstr(win, x, y, str) add a string to a window by calling ad-
dch()
-- wmove(win, x, y) move logical cursor to (x,y) in window.
-- box(win, 'key', 'key') make a frame for the now window.
-- delwin(win) delete the window.
-- clear() reset window to blanks and clear screen if necessary.
-- This program open is to define the new window and display and win-
dow
-- position. Updates are put the current time , lap time, and lap
num-
-- ber o the window and the get is to get command form the window
and




package body USERINTERFACE is
-- creating the window and initializing it and refresh to open the






UIWINDOW := NEWWIN(5, 23, 1, 1);
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BOX(UI WINDOW, '*', *');
MVWADDSTR(UIWINDOW, 1, 2, "timer: 00:00:00:00");
MVWADDSTR(UI WINDOW, 2, 2, "lap: 00:00:00:00");
MVWADDSTR(UIWINDOW, 3, 2, "S/R/L/Q=>");
WREFRESH(UIWINDOW);
end OPEN UI;
--Close the user interface by clearing the window contents and









-- update the display time
procedure UPDATETIME(TIME : in STRING) is
begin




-- update display lap time
procedure UPDATELAPS(LAPTIME : in STRING; LAPNUM : in STRING) is
begin
MVWADDSTR(UI_WINDOW, 2, 9, LAP_TIME);
MVWADDSTR(UI WINDOW, 2, 7, LAPNUM);
WMOVE(UI WINDOW, 3, 12);
WREFRESH(UI WINDOW);
end UPDATELAPS;
-- get command from the window
function GET CMD return CHARACTER is
CH : CHARACTER := 'q';
begin
CH := WGETCH(UI WINDOW);
return CH;
end GETCMD;
-- set th- interval time and call to create the initial window
begin






INTERFACE USING C CURSES LIBRARY
USER INTERFACE DISPLAY
pMAINC CURSES LIBRARY
TheTIMER task is contained within the CHRONOGRAPH package body
Figure D.1 Cursor-oriented User Interface Using C CURSES Library
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-- file ui b.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject c-cursor-orinted user interface implementation for Stop
-- Watch
-- description: The c-cursor-oriented user interface uses a separate c
-- to interface to the curses library. Open and Close operations are
-- provided to initialize and terminate the C program and a global
-- data structure is declared for ipc. The global structure con-
-- tains both the timer data (elapsed time, lap num, and lap time)
-- and the command. The update routines copy new strings to the
-- global structure and call the C program to update the display.The
-- get routine calls a C operation which gets a command and puts it
-- in the global structure. The get routine then returns this value
-- to the caller. UPDATE INTERVAL is initialized to the minimum,SYS-
-- TEM.TICK. The C TO A TYPE package is used to provide C compati-
-- ble data types.
with C TO A TYPE, SYSTEM;
use CTOATYPE;
package body USERINTERFACE is
type TIMERSTRUCT is record -- Ada data structure interface with C
TIME STR STRING(l .. 12);
LAP TIME STR : STRING(I .. 12);
LAP NUM STR : STRING(I .. 2);
CMD : CHAR;
end record;
for TIMER STRUCT use record -- storage allocation for the struct
TIME STR at 0 range 0 .. 95;
LAP TIME STR at 12 range 0 .. 95;
LAP NUM STR at 24 range 0 .. 15;
CMD at 26 range 0 .. 7;
end record;
0
-- declare and link the global data structure
type TIMER PTR is access TIMER STRUCT;
TIMER : TIMER PTR;
pragma INTERFACEOBJECT(TIMER, "_timerstruct");





pragma INTERFACE (c, OPENUI, "_open");
pragma INTERFACE (C, CLOSE, " close");
pragma INTERFACE (c, DISPTIME, "_disp_time");
pragma INTERFACE (c, GETCOMMAND, "_getcommand");
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--put the elapsed time to global data structure and call c program
--to update the window
procedure UPDATETIME(TIME in STRING) is
begin
TIMER.TIME STR(I .. 11) TIME;
DISPTIME;
end UPDATETIME;
--put the lap time and number to global data structure and call c
--program to update the window
procedure UPDATELAPS(LAPTIME in STRING; LAPNUM : in STRING) is
begin
TIMER.LAPTIMESTR(l . 1) LAPTIME;
TIMER.LAPNUMSTR(l 1) := LAPNUM;
DISP TIME;
end UPDATELAPS;
-- call c program to get command from the window put command to
-- global data structure and allow this to get form the global data
-- structure program to get
function GET CMD return CHARACTER is













* author sun chien-hsiung
* description : This set of C subprograms represents a cursor-oriented
* user interface for the stop watch program. Those operation







* Declare the common data structure both the application and user





char lap num str[2);
char cmd;
1;
struct data *timer struct;
/2















mvwaddstr(TIMERWINDOW, 1, 9, timer struct->time);
mvwaddstr(TIMERWINDOW, 2, 9, timerstruct->l time);





* Open the user interface by allocating the shared data area and
* initializing it, creating the window and initializing it,and finally
* calling disp to display it.
*/
void open()





strcpy(timer_struct->lapnum str, " ");
TIMER WINDOW = newwin(5, 23, 1, 1);
box(TIMER WINDOW, 'c', c');
mvwaddstr(TIMERWINDOW, 1, 2, "timer: ");
mvwaddstr(TIMERWINDOW, 2, 2, "lap: ");
mvwaddstr(TIMERWINDOW, 3, 2, "s/r/l/q=>");
disp_time;
* Close the user interface by clearing the window contents and














OPEN DISPLAY INTERVIEWS TIMERWIN
TheTIMER task is contained within the CHRONOGRAPH package body
Figure E.1 Window-oriented Application-Controlled User Interface
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-- file : ui b.a
-- author : sun chien-hsiung
-- subject Window-oriented application-controlled user interface
-- description: The window-oriented Ada control the user interface.
-- Open operations are provided to initialize and close not be used.
-- The C program and a global data structure is declared for ipc.The
-- global structure contains both the timer data (elapsed time, lap
-- num, and lap time) and the command. The update routines copy new
-- strings to the global structure. The get routine puts it in the
-- global structure. The get routine then returns this value to the
-- caller. The C TO A TYPE package is used to provide C compatible
-- data types.
with CTOATYPE, SYSTEM;
use C TO A TYPE;
package body USER INTERFACE is
type TIMER STRUCT is record -- Ada data structure interface with C
TIME STR : STRING(I .. 12);
LAP TIMESTR : STRING(l .. 12);
LAP NUM STR : STRING(I .. 2);
CMD : CHAR;
end record;
for TIMERSTRUCT use record -- storage allocation for the struct
TIME STR at 0 range 0 .. 95;
LAP TIME STR at 12 range 0 .. 95;
LAPNUMSTR at 24 range 0 .. 15;
CMD at 26 range 0 .. 7;
end record;
-- declare and link the global data structure
TIMER : TIMERSTRUCT;
pragma INTERFACEOBJECT(TIMER, "_timerstruct');
-- declare and link to InterViews C++ subprogram used by the
-- user interface
procedure GETCOMMAND;
pragma INTERFACE(C, GETCOMMAND, "_disp_interviews Fv");
procedure OPEN UI;
pragma INTERFACE(C, OPEN_UI, "_openFv");





-- simply put the new time in the global data structure.
procedure UPDATETIME(TIME in STRING) is
begin
TIMER.TIME STR(1 .. 11) TIME;
end UPDATETIME;
-- simply put the new lap num and time in the global data structure.
procedure UPDATELAPS(LAPTIME in STRING; LAPNUM : in STRING) is
begin
TIMER.LAP TIME STR(1 .. 11) LAP TIME;
TIMER.LAPNUMSTR(l .. 1) LAPNUM;
end UPDATELAPS;
-- open the user interface as a dialog box, return the current
-- value of the global cmd when user responds.
function GET CMD return CHARACTER is















* author : sun chien-hsiung
* description : This is window-oriented application controlled the
* user interface. In this file, to define the class include opera-
* tions and interactors to implement the window. The MonoScene pro-
* vide operations for handling events, displaying interactor objects
* update views. The ButtonState is a class of objects that contain
* a value and a list of buttons that can set its value. The Message



















* author sun chien-hsiung
* description : this file is stored TIMERWIN class operation body for





















timerstruct.cmd = 'q';/* stop */
break;
case 2:
timer struct.cmd = 's';/* start */
break;
case 3:
timer struct.cmd = 'r';/* reset */
break;
case 4:






/* to receive the input data from the user *
input = new Sensoro);
input->Catch (KeyEvent);
input->Catch (UpEvent);
/* create the display stop watch area ~
char *time = timer struct.time str;
char *lap time =timer -struct.lap time str;
char *lapnum =timer-struct.lap-num-str;
time-mag = new Message(time);
lap_ time rnsg new Message(lap time);
lap numr msg =new Message(lap-num);
press = new ButtonState(l);























new PushButton(I'Stop ",press, 1),
new VGlue (2),




new PushButton("Reset", press, 3),
new VGlue(2),





* It's a loop for detect the input event, their are keyboard or button,
* to decision the program to call handle to update the command or













while (e.target != nil);
/*
* This is handle the keyboard event it is 'q' than terminal the program
*/
void TimerWin::Handle(Event & e)
if (e.eventType == KeyEvent)
if (e.len > 0 && e.keystring[0] == 'q') I




* author sun chien hsiung
* description : This is main program for user interface. Here, create
* the world which is a application's root scene. An instance of





* define font for output text line
*/










* define/create the World for implement window
*/
void open()
int argc - 0;
char **argv;
char *name = "opentw";
argv r &name;
world = new World("TimerWin", propertie s, options, argc, argv);
* using the popup window to display the SW
*/
void dispinterviews()















Figure F.1 Window-oriented User Interface-Controlled Application
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-- file : chron s.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject window-oriented user interface in charge.
-- description: The chronograph package defines the abstract state ma-
-- chine used in the stop watch program. Each states function that
-- implement by it own procedure Rather than using the task entry
-- call. Those procedure will be call by directly from the user
-- interface.
package CHRONOGRAPH is
subtype NUM LAPS is INTEGER range 0 .. 9;
subtype TWODIGITS is INTEGER range 0 .. 99;
-- TimerRecord represents the time values to be exported to using
-- programs
type TIMER RECORD is record
HOURS : TWO DIGITS := 0;
MINUTES : TWO DIGITS := 0;
SECONDS : TWO DIGITS := 0;
HUNDREDTHS : TWO DIGITS := 0;
end record;
type COMMAND is (START, STOP, LAP, RESET, KILL);






pragma EXTERNALNAME(START, " startFv");
pragm# EXTERNALNAME(STOP, "_stop__Fv");
pragma EXTERNALNAME (RESETTIMER, "_reset _Fv");
pragma EXTERNALNAME(LAPTIMER, "_lap Fv");
pragma EXTERNALNAME (UPDATE, "_update data Fv");
end CHRONOGRAPH;
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-- file chron b.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject An abstract state machine to perform stop watch
-- functions.
-- Description The chronograph contains four operations, internal
-- elapsed time, lap times, and the timer state. Operations are
-- start, stop, reset, and record/review laps, which rather than in




package body CHRONOGRAPH is
type LAP ARRAY is array(NUMLAPS) of DURATION;
type STATES is (INITL, RUNNING, STOPPED);
ELTIME DURATION 0.0;
DISPLAP NUMLAPS NUM LAPS'FIRST;
LAPS LAP ARRAY (others => 0.0);
NEXTLAP NUMLAPS NUM LAPS'FIRST;
STATE STATES INITL;
START TIME TIME CLOCK;
ELTIME, LAP-TIME TIMERRECORD (others => 0);
-- convert system time to two digit numbers




INT TIME := INTEGER(TIME);
TIMER TIME.HOURS := INTTIME / 3600;
TIMERTIME.MINUTES INT TIME mod 3600 / 60;
TIMERTIME.SECONDS INTTIME mod 60;
TIMER TIME.HUNDREDTHS := INTEGER(FLOAT(TIME) * 100.0) mod 100;
return TIMER TIME;
end CONVERTTIME;













EL TIME := CONVERTTIME(ELTIME);
DISPLAY.PUT(ELTIME);
end START;










EL TIME := CONVERT TIME(ELTIME);
DISPLAY.PUT(ELTIME);
end STOP;





if NEXTLAP <= NUMLAPS'LAST then
DISPLAP := NEXTLAP;
LAPS(DISPLAP) := CLOCK - START_TIME;






















when STOPPED I RUNNING =>
NEXTLAP LAPARRAY'FIRST;
DISPLAP LAPARRAY'FIRST;











-- when user interface needed to update the display time call
-- application to update
procedure UPDATE is
begin
if STATE = RUNNING then







-- file : disp_s.a
-- author : sun chien-hsiung
-- subject This package represents the system display device.





procedure PUT(ELTIME : in TIMERRECORD);





subject : implements I/O for the Stop Watch program.
-- description: I/O is limited to implementation hidden in user
interface package. On output, values received from the Timer ASM
-- are converted to strings and the UI package routines are called.
-- Likewise, commands are retrieved in character form and converted
-- to the enumerated type specified by the CHRONOGRAPH package.
with USER INTERFACE;
package body DISPLAY is
-- convert the integer time to string
function INT TO STRING(NUMBER, WIDTH : in INTEGER) return 6TRING is
NEW STRING : STRING(I .. WIDTH) (others => '0');
DIGIT : INTEGER;
NEW NUMBER : INTEGER : NUMBER;
begin
for I in reverse 1 .. WIDTH loop
DIGIT := NEW NUMBER mod 10;
NEWSTRING(I) := CHARACTER'VAL(DIGIT + 48);




-- put times(hh,mm,ss,ms) to as a display string
function TIME TO STRING(TIME : in TIMER RECORD) return STRING is
NEW STRING . STRING(l .. 11) := "00:00:00:00";
begin
NEWSTRING(l .. 2) := INT TO STRING(TIME.HOURS, 2);
NEWSTRING(4 .. 5) := INT TO STRING(TIME.MINUTES, 2);
NEW STRING(7 .. 8) := INT TO STRING(TIME.SECONDS, 2);
NEW STRING(10 .. 11) := INT TOSTRING(TIME.HUNDREDTHS, 2);
return NEW STRING;
end TIMETOSTRING;
-- put display time string to UserInterface.





-- put lap time string







-- file ui s.a
-- author sun chien-hsiung
-- subject User interface implementation for Stop Watch program.
-- description: The user interface provides implementation specific
-- details depending on style of user interface. The specification,





-- changes : window-oriented user-interface-controlled: eliminate
-- update_interval, closeui, and getcmd.
with SYSTEM;
package USER INTERFACE is
procedure UPDATE TIME(TIME : in STRING);
procedure UPDATELAPS(LAPTIME : in STRING; LAPNUM : in STRING);
end USERINTERFACE;
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-- file ui b.a
-- author .3un chien-hsiung
-- subject window-oriented user interface control application for
-- Stop Watch
-- description : The user interface in charge, Ada need to call the us-r
-- interface,after that, control by the user interface. In this pro-
-- gram, the close is not used and update operations put the update
-- timer to the global data structure.
with C TO A TYPE, CHRONOGRAPH, SYSTEM;
use C TO A TYPE, CHRONOGRAPH;
pragma ELABORATE(CHRONOGRAPH);
package body USERINTERFACE is
type TIMERSTRUCT is record -- Ada data structure interface with C
TIME STR STRING(l .. 12);
LAP TIME STR STRING(I .. 12);





for TIMER STRUCT use record -- storage allocation for the struct
TIME STR at 0 range 0 .. 95;
LAP TIME STR at 12 range 0 .. 95;
LAP NUM STR at 24 range 0 .. 15;
CMD at 26 range 0 .. 7;
TIME CHG at 27 range 0 .. 7;
LAP CHG at 28 range 0 .. 7;
end record;
-- declare and link the global data structure
TIMER : TIMER STRUCT;
pragma INTERFACEOBJECT(TIMER, "_timer struct");
-- declare and link to InterViews C++ subprogram used by the
-- user interface
procedure OPEN_UI;
pragma INTERFACE(C, OPEN_UI, " _dispinterviewsFv");




-- simply put the new time in the global data structure.
procedure UPDATETIME(TIME in STRING) is
begin
TIMER.TIME STR(I .. 11) TIME;
TIMER.TIME CHG := CHARACTER'POS('Y');
end UPDATE-TIME;
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-- simply put the new lap num and time in the global data structure.















* author sun chien hsiung
* description The window-oriented user interface-controlled
* application
* This version calls application subroutines to execute functional-
* ity. Handle directly call start, stop, teset, and lap procedures
* in the Ada program in response to user button selections. Up-
date
* is called to perform the stop watch timer update and redraw the
























/* to assigned control comment to memory */








start 0; ' start *
break;
case 3:
reset(); /* reset *
break;
case 4:




TimerWin: :TimerWin (int delay)(
/* to receive the input data from the user ~




/* creat the display stop watch area *
char* time =timer struot.time str;
char* lap time timer -struct.lap time str;
char* lap-nuin =timer -struct.lap_num-str;
time -msg = new Message(time);
lap time -msg =new Message(lap time);
lap nummsg =new Message(lapnum);
press = new ButtonState(1);
























new PushButton(I'Stop 11, press, 1),
new VGlue(2),
new PushButton('Start', press, 2)
new HGlue(2),
new VBox(
new PushButton("Reset", press, 3),
new VGlue(2),



















void TimerWin::H-andle (Event& e)
if (e.eventType == KeyEvent)




if (timer -struct.time -chg '= y')
time-msg->Drawo;
timer-struct.time chg =I'
if (timer -struct.lap_chg == 'y')





" author sun chien hsiung
" description :This program is main program for the user interface

















mnt argo = 0;
char **argv;
char *name = "open~t"
argv = &name;
World *world = new World("TimerWin", properties, options, argc, argv);
mnt delay = atoi(world->GetAttribute("delay"));
TimerWin *t = new TimerWin(delay);










STOP WATCH CHRONOGRAPH TMR
it 
I




• TheTIMER task is contained within the CHRONOGRAPH package body
Figure G.1 Window-oriented User Interface-Controlled Application
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-- file ui b.a
author : sun chien-hsiung
-- subject Window-oriented using asynchronous process for Stop
-- Watch
-- description: The asynchronous process is needed using the system
-- command to control the shared memory area. In this program, that
-- uses three operations to interface c program which is using the
-- perform the shared memory open/attach, fork the interface
-- process, and close the shared memory. All data communication
-- only use the shared global data area.
with CTO_ATYPE, SYSTEM;
use CTOATYPE;
package body USERINTERFACE is
type TIMER STRUCT is record -- Ada data structure interface with C
TIME STR : STRING(l .. 12);
LAP TIME STR : STRING(l .. 12);
LAP NUMSTR : STRING(l .. 2);
CMD : CHAR;
TIME CHG : CHAR;
LAP CHG : CHAR;
end record;
for TIMERSTRUCT use record -- storage allocation for the struct
TIME STR at 0 range 0 .. 95;
LAP TIME STR at 12 range 0 .. 95;
LAP NUM STR at 24 range 0 .. 15;
CMD at 26 range 0 .. 7;
TIME CHG at 27 range 0 .. 7;
LAP CHG at 28 range 0 .. 7;
end record;
-- detlare and link the global data structure
type TIMERPTR is access TIMERSTRUCT;
TIMER : TIMER PTR;
pragma INTERFACEOBJECT(TIMER, "_timer struct");
-- declare and link to C subprograms used by the user interface
procedure OPENUI; -- open shared memory
procedure CLOSE; -- close the shared memory
procedure SPAWNUI; -- fork user interface process
pragma INTERFACE(C, OPENUI, "_open share memory");
pragma INTERFACE(C, CLOSE, "_close_share memory");
pragma INTERFACE(C, SPAWN UI, "_spawnUI");
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-- put the update time to the global data structure and assign the
-- flag to 'y' which is allow window to update
procedure UPDATETIME(TIME in STRING) is
begin
TIMER.TIME STR(1 .. 11) TIME;
TIMER.TIME CHG := CHARACTER'POS('Y');
end UPDATETIME;
-- put the update lap time tnd number to the global data structure and
-- assign the flag to 'y' which is allow window to update
procedure UPDATELAPS(LAPTIME in STRING; LAPNUM : in STRING) is
begin
TIMER.LAP TIME STR(l .. 11) LAP TIME;
TIMER.LAP NUMSTR(l .. 1) LAPNUM;
TIMER.LAPCHG := CHARACTER'POS('Y');
end UPDATELAPS;
-- using the semaphore concept to control between the application
-- and user interface to use the shared memory command. Here. Using
-- while to control.
function GET CMD return CHARACTER is
CH CHARACTER := 'q';
begin
CH CHARACTER'VAL(TIMER.CMD);












* author : sun chien hsiung
* description : the purpose is allows Ada program to communicate user
* interface as separate UNIX process thorough a shared data struc-
* ture.This file including three program the fist one is open
* shared memory,the second is fork to interface process, and the






/* shared memory data structure */
struct data I








key tmemory - 123456L; /* address for the memory */
int mid; /* get memory ID */
int shmflag = IPCCREATIIPCEXCLI0666;
opensharememory()
int i;/*
* create a shared memory segment for the user interface
*/
mid = shmget(memory,sizeof(struct data),shmflag);
if (mid < 0) 1
mid = shmget(memory,sizeof(struct data),0200);
* attach process
*/
p = (struct data *) shmat(mid, (char *) 0, 0);
if (p -- (struct data *) -1)
perror("server:shmat");
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/* spawn the user interface *
spawnUIO{
if (fork()= 0)
exec lp(" u i", "u i"NULL);
perror("fork of user interface failed");
exit (-1);
/* remove the shared memory segment *
void close-share-memory()
mid = shmget(memory,sizeof(struct data),0200);





* author sun chien hsiung
* description : This purpose of this program is separate shared memory
* segment from user interface program, fork by the application pro-
















int shmflag = 0666;
int was_working = 0;
extern void disp interviewso;
void main()
* create a shared memory segment for the user interface
p
mid = shmget(memory, sizeof(struct data), shmflag);
if (mid < 0) 1
perror("client:shmget");
/*
* attach our process to it
*/
p = (struct data *) shmat(mid, (char *) 0, 0);





* author sun chien hsiung
* description : The window-oriented asynchronous control application
* This is program needed to call application subroutine to
* implement functions. In this program, is combimnation of above





















extern struct data *p;
/* to assigned control comment to memory */
void handle (int bp)
int i;
while (p->cmd ! ' ') {};
switch (bp)
case 1:
p->cmd = 'Q'; /* stop */
break;
case 2:
p->cmd = 'S'; /* start *1
break;
case 3:








TimerWin: :TimerWin (int delay) I
/* to receive the input data from the user ~




/* creat the displa~y 5txp watch area
char* time =p->time str;
char* lap time =p->lap -time -str;
char* lap num =p->lapnU num3tr;
time msq = new Message(time);
lap time msg =new Message(lap time);
lap num-msg new Message(lap-num);
press = new ButtonState~i);






















new PushButton("Stop ",press, 1),
new VGlue(2),




new PushButton("Reset", press, 3),
new VGlue(2),




" It's a loop for detect the input event, their are keyboard or button,
" to decision the program to call handle to update the command or












if (e.eventType -- TimerEvent)
Update();
while (e.target !nil);
*This is handle the keyboard event it is 'q' than terminal the program
void TimerWin::Handle (Event& e)
if (e.eventType == KeyEvent)




*update the window elapsed time, lap time, and lap number
void TimerWin::Update() I
if (p->time_chg == 'y')
time_msg->Drawo;
p->timechg = I'
if (p->lap-chg == 'y')
lap time msg->Draw 0;




BITMAPS EXECUTOR PGROGRAM CODE













char pgm-str[80] "xterm +sb "
BitmapExec::BitmapExec 0) {
SetClassName("BitmapExec t );





const char* options = GetAttribute("xtermopts");
if (options != nil)
strcat(pgm-str, options);
const char* name = GetAttribute(C'program");
if (name != nil) (




void B itmapExec:: Handle (Event& e) f
if (e.eventType == KeyEvent && e.keystring[OI ] ''
e.target = nil;
Ielse if (e.eventType == UpEvent)
const char* name = GetAttribute("program");
system(pgm-str);
static OptionDesc options[]=("-r", "*rainbow", OptionValueNext )("-b", "*bitmap", OptionValueNext I
"-o", "*"xtermopts", OptionValueNext,
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